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(HyperCAP)
THE NEXT-GENERATION CYBER SECURITY SOLUTION
Today’s cyber threats are increasingly complex – the number one target? Government organizations. More than 95 percent
of agencies have at least 10 malicious infections bypass security mechanisms each week. Federal agencies must elevate
current cyber security strategies to match the advanced level of adversaries, warranting a solution that will detect and prevent
attacks before they occur.
Partnering with industry-leading OEMs, Government Acquisitions, Inc. (GAI) provides
agencies with a cutting-edge cyber solution: The Hyper Converged Analytics Platform
(HyperCAP). Integrating and optimizing technologies from DellEMC VxRail, Splunk,
and Palo Alto Networks, HyperCAP provides agencies with a fully-validated end-to-end
data analytics solution for IT and security operations. The base of the solution
infratructure, the DellEMC VxRail of Web-scale Converged Appliances, provides server
and storage resources to deploy fast and scale easily. Splunk collects machinegenerated data for threat correlation and data breach investigations, while Palo Alto
Networks provides real-time cyber threat detection and remediation.
The HyperCAP solution:
X Performs network forensics and Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) analysis
X Identifies privileged accounts and executes compliance monitoring

STREAMLINED SELECTION
Streamline approval processes
with HyperCAP best-of-breed
vendors and technologies.

REAL-TIME DETECTION
Monitor data in real time
to proactively prevent
cyberattacks.

INCREASED AWARENESS
Achieve a 360-degree view of
your cyber threat landscape.

X Obtains holistic views of agency security posture and network hygiene
X Investigates and responds to threat alerts and trends
X Determines malware impact across agencies
X Provides cyber forensic analysis for incident responders
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SECURITY, VISIBILITY, AND COMPLIANCE IN
THE MOST COMPLEX ENVIRONMENTS
GAI brings over 25 years of dedication to Federal mission success and
a performance culture to power real innovation.

ADVANCED AGENCY AWARENESS
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DEDICATED TO RESULTS

GAI’s HyperCAP solution provides agencies with the real-time, advanced
cyber solutions needed now to protect data from attacks tomorrow. The
hyperconverged infrastructure improves scalability and reduces risk, all
while improving visibility.

DEDICATED TO YOUR SUCCESS
FOCUSED ON SUPPORTING YOUR MISSION
GAI delivers the expertise to power Federal innovation. Changing course on
a dime? No problem. As you enhance your cyber security strategies to detect
and prevent in real time – we know it’s all about the mission. Protecting
citizens. Supporting critical infrastructure. Delivering cutting-edge research
and development. GAI is dedicated to empowering Federal missions with new
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GAI’s experienced team members
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efficiencies and agility. We deliver:
X Advanced capabilities with competitive pricing
X Mature, pragmatic, and collaborative team
X World-class partner ecosystem including:

Learn More — visit www.gov-acq.com/solutions-capabilities/hypercap-2 or contact
Government Acquisitions at (513) 721-8700 or sales@gov-acq.com

FOCUSED ON YOUR MISSION
GAI’s HyperCAP solution helps agencies monitor, detect, and prevent
cyberattacks in real time. With its cost-efficient and timely architecture, Feds
can spend less time putting the pieces together, and more time on the mission
at hand.
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